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Canon will always find accurate data and additional information to include in books in this Lens Work series. In addition, you can view the images of the accompanying description, adjust them, and set the necessary settings for changing the histogram level and compensating for contrast. AutoTIFF and Motion JPEG technologies, plus a wide range of editing and rendering effects, provide a wide range of options for creating vivid photos in any conditions,
including backlit ones.Some of the more noteworthy features of Lenswork that you can experience include: - customizable correction of chromatic aberrations and bitmaps, which will increase the sharpness of individual scenes; - sharp and dynamic color reproduction, which can increase color saturation at slower shutter speeds; - selection of a suitable white balance for selected scenes and areas of the image; - the possibility of giving images a "second
look" - adjusting the image in focus using automation, which imposes text, various patterns or other objects on a given area of â€‹â€‹the image; - selection of various effects for image processing and their visualization; - Recording an image in DVD format with automatic loading to a CD reader; - creation of checkpoints (codes) and tracking their parameters for fast image recovery; - the ability to resize using the reduction function; - 4-button mouse with
sensitivity adjustment (from 0 to 100%) for smooth transition between frames; - customizable control language (Russian, English); - Image dimensions can be corrected manually using the zoom option through the menu, using the Pinch to Zoom tool using the image zoom option, or by automatically adjusting the dimensions using marks on the object. The Photographer's Handbook is a new illustrated edition that includes many new sections with
information about new features and capabilities of the new Canon Coolpix L1800 camera model, a detailed description of camera functions and the iE remote control function. In addition to drawings with detailed comments and images of embedded illustrative material, the publication also includes materials that describe interesting ideas and techniques for using Canon cameras. All materials available in printed version are accompanied by detailed
descriptions and illustrations, and detailed user manuals and manuals are also available.
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